
TKMB2 Mechanical booster; 
axle, 9 &. 10 axle configuration, 50,000lb cap 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
27, 000 lb. axles (3/4 wall) 
16 1/2" x 7" air Brakes 
Oil seals 
Air ride suspension 
MF-80 or T-1 equivalent steel construction 
14' 1" axle spacing from center of the last axle 
on the trailer to the first axle on the booster 

Drop-leg jack 
102" overall deck width 
Rubber mounted sealed LED lights and sealed 
harness system 
Electrical system per DOT regulations 
Mud flaps 
Red & white conspicuity markings 
Liquid-filled air gauge 
Manual raise and lower valve (not standard on TKAB) 
Color: Trail King 2-part polyurethane 

TKMB2 Mechanical booster; 2 axle, 9 & 10 axle configuration 50,000 lb cap 
T.P. axles (same inner & outer bearings)(avail. for 161/2" x 7" brakes only) (per 
complete axle) 
Duralite hub-piloted - Centrifuse drum ILO Std (per complete axle) 
8.25 x 22.5 10 -hole disc wheel 
8.25 x 22.5 machined aluminum ILO Std steel wheels 
8.25 x 22.5 polished aluminum ILO Std steel wheels 
4-pole female electrical socket wired to clearance light in light channel 
One pair of 4" round amber strobes at rear w/ on/ off switch wired to blue wire 
Flag holders (per pr.) 
Brackets only for Removable oversized load sign 
Flag holders (per pr.) 

In tail channel 
Brackets only for Removable oversized load sign
Bright White with black decals (735-481-053)
Goes with TK80J C5972 & TK120HDG C5973 
Timken bearings, per complete axle 

DISCLAIMER 
Specifications are for the equipment at the time it was produced and may not accurately reflect its current condition. Photographs are the representative 

 of the subject equipment but may not be identical. Equipment availability, prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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